
      

The No-Go game: rules of the game 
 
There are two ways to play this game. One is to get as many suitable words as possible so sentences can be made in a given timeframe. Or you may 

choose to have students play the game until a suitable sentence can be made and that student wins. In both ways, students strategically make moves which 

will help them get their sentences. Students need to move in ways that can get them the optimum words and the desired word to form sentences. Whatever 

is the focus or items of learning can be used in the game. Use this game as a template and put in your own learning items in. I use this game for review. 

1 First divide the class into groups of four. Give the game a time limit for game one – say 18 minutes, with 2 minutes to make the sentences. 

(This may depend on class numbers and level). The shorter the game the faster it gets! 

2 Give each group a copy of the No-go game, four place markers, four coloured markers and 1 dice. 

3 Students throw the dice and can move the number of spaces, either up, down or across, but moves cannot be made diagonally and they cannot 

pass over a marked word. Nor can they land on a marked word.  

4 Once on a free place students mark the spot as theirs with a coloured marker. No one can move over, or rest on that spot from that time 

onwards. 

5 At the end of 18 minutes, students stop the game and write their words on their notebook. Now they have two minutes to form as many valid 

sentences as they can from the words they have market 

6 First student group to finish wins the game. 
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Sunday onweekend last on I visited 

games on they worked the shopping bought 

he supermarket we did sport watched went 

Saturday I a read cooked book the

on food went homework football read to

playedthe weekend movie friend on television 

variety me toand show magazine some

family a the news 
 

Friday Thursday on
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